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YCH Indonesia Partnering with PT Multi Terminal Indonesia
to Strengthen the Supply Chain and Logistics Ecosystem in
Indonesia with the Smart Growth Connect (SGConnect™)
Initiative

Press Release

Nov 26, 2021 12:00:00 AM

Singapore, 26 November 2021 – YCH Indonesia, Asia Pacific’s leading integrated end-to-end supply chain management and
logistics partner, joined in the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with PT Multi Terminal Indonesia (PT MTI)
earlier today to drive ASEAN Business Advisory Council (ASEAN-BAC)’s Fifth Legacy Project, Smart Growth Connect
(SGConnect ™ ) initiative in Jakarta, Indonesia.
Under the MoU signing, YCH Indonesia, which is part of Singapore’s homegrown logistics giant, YCH Group, together with PT
MTI, a subsidiary of PT Pelindo Solusi Logistik, which is a sub-holding of PT Pelabuhan Indonesia (Persero), Indonesia’s stateowned enterprise, will look at developing a Smart Growth Centre, which is envisioned to be a crucial supply chain multimodal infrastructure to support the rapid growth within Jakarta and the hinterland. Additionally, this partnership will aim to
explore the establishment of the business model of the Smart Growth Connect initiative with YCH Group’s iconic supply chain
facility in Singapore, Supply Chain City® (SCC), serving as its Centre of Excellence.

The Memorandum of Understanding was signed by Mr Gunta Prabawa (standing left ), President Director of PT Multi Terminal
Indonesia, and Mr Roland Yap (standing right ), President Director of YCH Indonesia.

This collaboration will also serve as a platform to synergise and present new collaboration opportunities for supply chain and
logistics players to expand their operations within Indonesia and will be the third ASEAN-BAC’s Smart Growth Connect
initiative after the successful kick-off projects in Hanoi, Vietnam and Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
The hybrid signing ceremony was graced by Singapore Senior Minister of State from Ministry of Transport, Mr Chee Hong Tat,
and Indonesian Deputy Minister of State-Owned Enterprises from Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises, Mr Pahala Mansury,
both attended virtually, while senior leaders from both YCH Indonesia and PT MTI attended the physical event in Ciawi,
Bogor, Indonesia.
“We hope that this collaboration will have a positive impact on both parties, and the cooperation of both YCH and Multi
Terminal Indonesia will continue to be a fruitful relationship. We also hope that both parties committed to every process
within this agreement in order to strengthen the existence of our companies in global competition. The collaboration between
YCH and PTI MTI will serve as a stepping stone to spurring Indonesia's digital transformation towards greater advancement
to remain competitive in the new normal. Finally, on behalf of the Indonesian Ministry of SOE, we would like to thank you for
this opportunity. After this Head of Agreement, we will need to follow-up the next steps to ensure the success of our
collaboration - carrying out due diligence to develop logistic park, generate a sound business model, formulation of
investment procedures, preparation of construction planning, and development and monitoring of construction processes. All
of these will be carried out in a sustainable manner and for the benefit of both parties,” said Mr Pahala Mansury, Indonesian
Deputy Minister of State-Owned Enterprises.
The Smart Growth Connect initiative also aligns with the goals of the ASEAN Smart Logistics Network (ASLN) which was
launched last year at the 37 th ASEAN Summit in Hanoi. Acting as a collaborative platform with a shared goal of smart and
sustainable growth based on smart logistics infrastructure, the ASLN aims at supporting the ASEAN Connectivity Master Plan
2025.
“This MOU reflects Singapore’s and Indonesia’s strong commitment towards open and fair economic cooperation. It presents
an opportunity to support greater collaboration between logistics firms, academic institutions, and the ASEAN Member
States, bringing us one step closer to a connected and integrated ASEAN that promotes competitiveness and inclusiveness,”
said Mr Chee Hong Tat, Singapore Senior Minister of State.
“The Smart Growth Centre as supply chain multimodal infrastructure will support the connectivity between port to logistics
and the hinterland area which will give benefits for the logistics ecosystem as well as customers. The Smart Growth Centre
will also support the development of technology for being the enabler of warehousing and other related logistics operations.
The technology can enhance Indonesia's supply chain, making it more flexible, cost-effective and responsive. It will promote
scalability, efficiencies, and seamless movement of goods to support supply chain and, ultimately raise supply chain
excellence in the longer term. This is also a good opportunity for us to convey that IPC Corporate University will be the
academic institution supporting this project,” said Mr Arif Suhartono, President Director of PT Pelabuhan Indonesia (Persero).
“Today’s global supply chain is becoming more demanding as there is a growing need to optimise its complexities and to
satisfy the escalating expectations of customers. With the pandemic challenging the resiliency of the global supply chains in
unprecedented and unanticipated ways, we can build up a strategic foresight by leveraging innovative technology that
provides greater reliability, flexibility and accuracy in managing operations. Multi-modal logistics hubs brought by the Smart
Growth Connect initiative will play a crucial role in improving supply chain and logistics connectivity in ASEAN. Here is where
YCH, with our deep-rooted understanding of the ASEAN market and in-depth presence, can empower our customers and
partners in achieving a comprehensive footprint and seamless global connectivity all around the ASEAN region and beyond,”
said Dr Robert Yap, Executive Chairman of YCH Group.
“We have realised the programme vision from President of Republic of Indonesia and President of Republic of Singapore to
have a centre of heart logistics,” said Mr Budi Karya Sumadi, Indonesian Minister of Transportation.

## END ##

About YCH Group
YCH Group is Singapore’s leading homegrown, end-to-end supply chain solutions partner to some of the world's largest
companies and favourite brands across more than 100 cities in the Asia Pacific region. YCH focuses on boosting productivity
and sustainability for its customers with its proprietary best-in-class suite of award-winning solutions across industries such
as fast-moving consumer goods, electronics, chemical and healthcare, cold chain logistics, and e-Commerce. A strong
proponent of innovation, YCH is recognised for its 7PL™ approach in seamlessly integrating supply chain strategy with
execution.
For more information, please visit www.ych.com

About PT Pelabuhan Indonesia (Persero)
Based on one of the world’s biggest archipelagos with an extensive history in the world maritiem stage, Pelabuhan Indonesia
(Pelindo) is a world-class port that offers an integrated port service throughout Indonesia. Pelindo is a result of integration
between four State-owned Enterprises (BUMN), namely, PT Pelindo I (Persero), PT Pelindo II (Persero), PT Pelindo III (Persero)
and PT Pelindo IV (Persero) yang that was officially found in October 1st, 2021.
The establishment of Pelindo as a company resulting from this integration is a strategic initiative of the government as a
shareholder to realize national connectivity and a stronger logistics ecosystem network. Maritime connectivity is projected to
improve, whether it is local ports, or international ports
By having better strategic control and that is supported by strong financial capabilities, Pelindo's business operations will be
more streamlined, standardized and efficient so that it will be beneficial to the community, especially Pelindo service users.
The integration of Pelindo will create a centered synergy between the state-owned port enterprises, with operational
standardization and a more efficient business process. The performance of the ports will then increase and trigger a ripple
effect that will contribute to the social welfare and national economy.
The integration of pelindo will also create operational efficiency within the national port networks through the
standardization of information & technology. Said integration will also promote better strategic control in long-term overall
planning, reduce logistics cost, and improves infrastructure and capacity.
To execute its business plans, Pelindo will be supported by four business units:
1.

Pelindo Terminal Petikemas

2.

Pelindo Multi Terminal

3.

Pelindo Jasa Maritim

4.

Pelindo Solusi Logistik

About PT MTI
PT Multi Terminal Indonesia (MTI), also known as IPC Logistic Services, is a subsidiary of PT Pelindo Solusi Logistik. PT MTI
was established based on deed No. 15 dated February 15, 2002 by Notary Herdimansyah Chaidirsyah, SH., in Jakarta. The
deed has obtained approval by the Minister of Law and Human Rights Decree No.C-06123.HT.01.01.TH.2002 dated April
11,2002. As for share ownership of PT MTI, the majority shares are owned by PT Pelabuhan Indonesia (Persero), which is
99% and 1% by the Koperasi Pegawai Maritim (KOPEGMAR) Tanjung Priok.
Since its establishment, PT MTI has 3 lines business units, namely Multipurpose Terminal, Container Terminal, and Logistics.
Entering 2015, PT MTI transformed and strengthened its business to become one of the leading logistics companies in
Indonesia. At present, PT MTI operates several branch offices & units spread across Java, Sumatra, Lampung, Tanjung Pandan,
Kalimantan, and Bali, namely in Jakarta, Semarang, Surabaya, Pontianak, Palembang, Jambi, and Bali. While the services
provided are Freight Forwarding (Domestic & International), Cargo Transportation, Warehousing & Distribution, Loading and
Unloading via Train at Pasoso Station, and Joint Inspection Area (TPFT) of CDC Banda. In addition, PT MTI operates the Halal
Logistic & Cold Storage.

For Media Enquiries
YCH Group
Dzulhairi Suhod
Executive Chairman Office, YCH Group
DID : (65) 6417 2513
Email : dzulhairi.s@ych.com

PT Multi Terminal Indonesia
Elis Suhana
Sekretaris Perusahaan, PT Multi Terminal Indonesia
DID : (62) 21 29104000
Email : cs@multiterminal.co.id
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